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PIONS.

1.1 SUBTHRESHOLD PRODUCTION.

If, in a collision between 2 nucleons in the centre of momentum system, we

want to create a pion with mass 140 MeV, the total kinetic energy has to

exceed 140 MeV. In the laboratory system, where one of the nucleons is at

rest, the impinging nucleon has to have at least 290 MeV. Thus, if a heavy

ion collision could be described by independent nucleon-nucleon collisions,

pions could not be created below 290A MeV. When refering to subthreshold pion

production one usually refers to this classical threshold. Experiments show,

however, that the pion (it*) production cross section for 1 2C+ 1 2C is about 1

mb at 200A MeV. The first, and obvious, correction to the calculation is the

incorporation of the Fermi momentum of the nucleons (= 230 MeV). In a head-on

collision, with a nucleon mass of 931 MeV and a Fermi momentum of 231 MeV for

both nuclei we find the threshold to be = 36A MeV. The extreme limit

(threshold) for pion production is the fully coherent one, where all the

initial kinetic energy is converted into a pion, which in the case of 1 2C+ 1 2C

is about 23A MeV. However, a mechanise to prohibit the normal thermalisation

must also be available.

1.2 PION ABSORPTION.

If we assume that the creation of pions takes place in the early, overlap

zone of the two colliding nuclei, the pions must penetrate some nuclear

matter, and thus there is a probability that they will be absorbed. The mean

free path is 3-5 fm for a typical pion produced in an 85A MeV collision and

in an asymmetric collision where the difference in the amount of nuclear

matter that has to be passed in the forward and backward directions is large,

one could expect an influence on the pion angular distribution. The

absorption of pions, in a reaction with impact parameter b and for a pion

with momentum p, was calculated by the integral



dxdzdb

where g(x,z,b) is the probability for a pion to be produced at x,z (x in the

plane normal to the bean direction, z). lx and 1, are the distances the pion

has to travel in medium 1 and 2 which are characterised by the mean free

path of the pions, Xx and X2.

1.3 PION DETECTION.

The element with which the pions are detected is a standard range telescope

consisting of a row of plastic scintillators of different thicknesses. The

thickness is chosen according to the desired energy loss and no further

energy calibration is needed. We detected n± by using the fact that if a

particle (e.g. p , ^ ) stops in a scintillator ve know its energy E. Then by

looking in the preceeding elements of the telescope we know the energy loss,

AE, and because at a given E a proton has a higher AE than a pion we now also

know its identity (pion or proton). This detection is implemented as an

on-line discriminator (hardware rejection of protons). An additional

software, on-line rejection of protons, using the AE-E information, was done

by using a CAB-processor.

n+ and rr were distinguished off-line by using one of the decay modes of n* ,

namely JI*-+U+VV, with a mean life time of 26 ns and with the u+ having a

kinetic energy of about 4.2 MeV. The method used is the ADC method15» which

means that, after accepting a particle as a pion, the energy signal is

integrated within a prompt gate and a delayed gate. If a muon is detected, an

energy of 4.2 MeV or less due to escape from the detector, is added to the

delayed signal. The free ir decays into p"VB but in the vicinity of a nucleus

in the stop detector it is captured before it decays and the energy is

released in a prompt manner. Therefore, in a plot of the two in*pgr?TpH

signals the n* will appear shifted . The number of H~ is determined by

subtracting the number of n+ from the total number of n*. As the decay time

of a n* is 26 ns it is important that the detectors have a short response

time. Ve used plastic scintillators for which the response time is a few ns.
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Before the final number of pions produced is found corrections due to decay

in flight, edge effects in the detectors and pion reactions in the detector

material have to be aade.

Figure 1. A general ~view of the experimental setup. The pion telescope is

placed at an angle of 70° to the beam. The centre of the vail is placed in

the direction of the beam.

The pion production volume is in many models assumed to be the initial

overlap region, vhich is more dominant in central collisions than in

peripheral ones. In order to observe this correlation between pion

production and the degree of centrality we used a fragmentation wall to

measure projectile-like fragments in the forward direction. The wall consists

of one inner and one out«r ring with 12 AE-E telescopes in each (see figure

1). All the elements in the wall were read out with the pion telescope as a

trigger.

1.4 RESULTS FROM PAPER I.

The experiment on which paper I is based was the last in a succession of pion

subthreshold experiments started in 1981. The beam of 1 2C at 85A MeV was

supplied by the CERN synchrocyclotron. A general view of the detector setup



is shown in figure 1.

The measured value of the n* cross section, at 70". for 12C+1:C at 85A MeV.

falls nicely into the existing data for 55° and 90° (paper I, figure 5), and

our energy-integrated cross section of 0.34 ub/sr is close to the

interpolated value of 0.31 ub/sr given in ref:'.

The differential cross section (paper I, figure 8) of pions for different

target masses, A^, has strongly varying slopes. Here the analysis followed

two paths. The first one was aimed at transforming the differential cross

section into different possible production systems with different source

velocities. This gave rise to only minor changes in the cross sections. The

second approach focused on the absorption of pions in nuclear matter by

calculating escape factors. By taking the measured angular distributions for

different AT and dividing them by the escape factors, the shapes of the

distributions became much more consistent for all angles and all AT regions.

It was now also possible to do an overall parametrisation of the data,

do 1.05+.03
dQ ~ AT '

which indicates a volume effect,

collisions.

i.e. a strong dominance of central

In the isospin symmetric, 1 2C* : :C system the production rate of Ji* and n

should be the same. In an earlier experiment done by this collaboration, a

shift between n* and it" of about 5 MeV was observed , vhich can thus be

understood as a Coulomb effect. When studying the C+Pb system and assuming,

in the same way as for C+C, a Coulomb shift, one obtains a rr/ir* ratio of

about 7! The neutron to proton ratio is only 1.54 and, even if pions are

produced ir the surface region, one cannot expect such a large neutron

excess. To look for a possible isospin effect we introduced l!'Sn and i:-1Sn

as targets. The value of the rario determined

cSn
a- )ll6c , , n ,Sn = 1.2 + 0.3

J
/ f

I a+ J / I a^ J
should be compared to the ratio of 3.12 determined by isospin, thus well
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vithin the limits of error of the experimental value. This indicates that the

Coulomb shift calculated for the C+Pb system vas wrong. In fact, models which

take care of the Coulomb force implicitly give results which are close to

these experimental data.

By using a fragmentation wall (see figure 1) we were able to make coincidence

measurements between n* detected at 70° and the projectile-like fragments

produced. In the front wall, when a pion was detected, we found a significant

suppression in the number of fragments with high charges, as compared to the

number found in the inclusive spectra. From this observation, as from the

indicated volume effect, we thus concluded that the breakup of the projectile

gives rise to more pions in the collisions than do average collisions. This

points to a higher abundance of central collisions.

MULTIFRAGMENTATION.

2.1 THE CONCEPT OF MULTIFRAGMENTATION.

In this thesis the word multifragmentation is used when refering to the

process when a system breaks into many medium-sized fragments. This breakup

may be sequential or simultaneous. In a sequential breakup the system is a

compound nucleus and it disassembles by sequential binary decay. This

description includes everything from symmetric fission to nucleon

evaporation. In a simultaneous breakup all fragments exist originally in a

freeze-out volume and their trajectories due to mutual Coulomb repulsion are

then followed. Primary fragments are in both cases allowed to evaporate on a

longer timescale.

2.2 MODELS OF FRAGMENTATION.

Many fragmentation models have been developed and I will mention only a few,

seme of which have been discussed in the papers.
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2.2.1 PHASE TRANSITION.

A phase transition occurs in a system when a small change in at least one

parameter causes the system to undergo a qualitative change. This broad

definition is often translated into a certain behaviour of the derivatives of

the relevant thermodynamic potential; if the ith derivative is discontinuous

while all i-1 derivatives of a lover degree are continuous, the transition is

of the ith order ( this definition is from P. Ehrenfest and is by no means

the only one possible).

The signature of a first order transition is the existence of different

phases at the transition point. It follows that a transition carrying an

abrupt structural change is of the first kind, since the phases at the

transition point are clearly distinguishable from each other. The changes in

the structure in transitions of the second kind must take place continuously

and here the order parameters, which are non-zero below and zero above the

transition are introduced.

The critical point of a liquid-vapour transition belongs to the second order

transitions because at this point the discontinuity in density and entropy

vanishes and the specific heat and isothermal compressibility have

singularities.

One should note that a second order transition has infinite-range

correlations and this implies that the Central Limit Theorem, which is basic

to Statistical Mechanics is not applicable.

To understand the main features of a first order transition it is useful to

study the van der Waals equation of state (E. of S.).

P =
8t
3v-l

where p,t and v are the reduced pressure, temperature and volume. We divide

the isotherm in figure 2 into five regions, designated by the letters A, B,

C, and D. The slope of the curve is directly related to the compressibility,

K=-l/v(9p/3v).
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When v<A the slope, 3p/3v, is large and negative i.e. a small volume

contraction gives a large increase in pressure, which is a typical behaviour

for a liquid. In the case of v>D the slope is small and negative, so that for

a small volume contraction we have only a small increase in pressure, i.e. a

gas. In the region where B<v<C we have positive values of the slope,

indicating that the system is unstable and that fluctuations, e.g. density

decreases (bubbles), are able to grow and may cause the system to split into

fragments. Finally, when A<v<B and C<v<D the slope is again negative and the

system is stable, but two possible values of v for a given p now exist. Which

one is most stable can be seen from the minima in the thermodynamic

potential.

•T=constant

V

Figure 2. A van der Waals-like E. of S. in a pressure-volume diagram at

constant temperature.

In the T,p diagram, figure 3, we see the phases separated by the binodal

line, also called the coexistence line. In the area bounded by this line the

two phases are able to coexist. The spinodal line is given by 8p/3v=O and in

the area bounded by it the system is unstable. Between the two lines is the

raetastable region. At the maximum of the binodal line is the critical point

at which also the second derivative, 32p/9v2 is zero, i.e. at this point

there is a second order transition.
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Spinodal

Figure 3. A temperature-density diagram of a van der Vaals-like E. of S. In

the area bounded by the spinodal line the system is unstable.

The van der Vaals E. of S. is a mean field model and it describes a system of

particles with potentials which is strongly repulsive at short distances and

attractive otherwise. In other systems with a potential of this kind one

should expect to get a van der Vaals-like E. of S. Because the force between

nucleons in a nucleus is described as being repulsive at short distances and

attractive at larger distances one could suppose a similar behaviour for

nuclear matter. By using the Skyrme parametrisation of nuclear forces, so far

not including the Coulomb force, one does obtain a van der Vaals-like E. of

S., for instance, for <x«l (which means a hard E. of S.) 7 ) ,

m 3t 3_ 1
V V^ V

In a second order transition or at a critical point in a first order

transition the system is characterised by critical exponents. The exponents

can be defined from the moments, Mk, of the size distribution of the

clusters (droplets, fragments), n(s,e), where •? is the cluster size and c the

order parameter, e.g. T-Tc or p-pc, and the summation is made over all finite

clusters of an infinite system,

M. (e) = Z n(s,c) s .
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Uhen the infinite system approaches the critical regime, i.e. t approaches 0.

the singular part of the moment behaves as

Where the Uk's are called critical exponents. For the largest cluster we have

a critical exponent 3,

S - lei3 ,
max ' '

and the distribution itself behaves as n(s,e) * s~T at the critical point.

As the fluctuations are large at the critical point a measure of the

variance (V) has been introduced as2i),

Y2=M2•Mo/M1

which is

Y2=l+V/<s>
2

where <s> is the mean cluster size. Close to "he critical point we expect y7

to d i v e r g e 8 • ' • 1 0 ) .

2.2.2 PERCOLATION.

Percolation101 is used as a simple description of critical phenomena. It is a

simple but not analytically solvable model. Percolation models have been used

for a variety of events; forest fires, movement of groundwater,

insulator-semiconductor transition, formation of gels, etc.

The basic ingredients are as follows: Points (or extended objects) are placed

at random in a space (momentum, configuration etc.). A probability is given

for the first point to be connected to one of the other points. This is

repeated once for every allowed connection and for every point. The points

are nov connected into clusters and the size of a cluster is given by the

number of points in it. The probability of connecting one point with another

may depend on the distance between them, direction, type of point, which area

it belongs to, which state it is in, etc. The theory of percolation tries to

answer questions like: "What is the probability of having different cluster
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sizes and what characteristics are independent of the details of the rules"?

A critical behaviour is easily explored by using a cubic mesh and by

connecting the nearest neighbours with the probability p. The probability of

making a cluster which goes from one side of the cube to the opposite side, a

percolating cluster, is P. P is a function of p, the size of the cube and the

dimension of the cube. In figure 4, we see P as a function of p for a cube.

The step function is the behaviour in an infinite system while the softer one

describes a finite system. If p>pc a percolating cluster is obtained, that

is, one large fragment and some small fragments. The critical behaviour is at

p=pc when the system abruptly changes the probability of making a

percolating cluster. At this point the probability of producing a cluster of

any size is about equal. When p<pc there are only small fragments. A ID

percolation of the same type as for a 3D-cubic mesh has its critical point at

p=l and does not show a critical behaviour.

Figure 4. The probability of having a percolating cluster, as a function of

the probability that two points are connected. The step function shows the

behaviour in an infinite system, while the softer curve describes a finite

system.
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2.2.3 OTHER MODELS OF FRAGMENTATION.

The models vhich are closest to the classical description of a liquid-gas

transition are based on mean field calculations. In ref7) one takes a zero

range Skyrme force and uses finite temperature, Hartree-Fock theory to

calculate the equation of state (E. of S.) both for an infinite and a finite

nucleus. In the case of an infinite nucleus the critical temperature becomes

20-25 MeV and for a finite system it is lowered to about 13 MeV. When the

force is made finite (Brink-Boeker) as in ref16) the critical temperature is

lowered to 10 MeV. With a crude introduction of the Coulumb interaction it

finally settles at 8 MeV.

The next model is characterised by the inventors as describing the breakup

similarly to the "shattering of glass"171. The dynamics is described by two

steps: in the first the projectile drills a hole into the target and some

particles are ejected, and in the second step the spectator breaks up. By

using only charge conservation and making maximum entropy a prerequisite,

they obtain the charge yield. They fit this yield to the results from several

high energy (a few GeV), proton induced collision experiments. It is claimed

that the shape of the charge yield curve is insensitive to which physical

parameters are used and can be derived on minimal assumptions.

A direct microcanonical calculation of the partition sum for the nucleus

many-body system has been attempted in ref181. This model does not contain

any initial dynamics and therefore starts at the freeze-out volume which is

supposed to be the same for all partitions. Here two transitions are found

within the model, which disappear when the Coulomb force is turned off. This

means that the transitions are the result of the competition between Coulomb-

and surface energy. The first transition occurs when the system goes from

evaporation into "pseudo-fission", which experimentally means that one

should detect only two fragments with a mass larger than 10 nucieons. The

next transition is from "fission" into "cracking" where the prerequisite

requires at least three fragments with masses larger than 10. Only secondary

decay into neutrons exists in the model.
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The Copenhagen liquid-drop model 1" is an extension of the standard

liquid-drop model for cold nuclei (Veiszäcker). This model contains no

dynamics and also starts at the freeze-out volume. This volume varies

according to the number of fragments and, instead the distance between the

clusters is kept constant. The calculation is what the authors call a

coarse-grained microcanonical one, i.e. they have performed a coarse graining

of the phase space in macroscopic variables. The model contains secondary

decay which is found to give an important contribution to the mass spectra

and multiplicity distributions.

FREESCO201 is an event generator based on an approximation of the

microcanonical phase space by a truncated grand canonical distribution to

ensure that the conservation laws are obeyed. In its standard mode three

sources are created according to the participant-spectator geometry and the

sharing of energy and momentum is parametrised. The sources disassemble

rapidly (explode) into fragments according to the available phase space or,

if the excitation energy is below the disassembly threshold, deexcite by

sequential, light particle, evaporation. This is also used for secondary

decay of the unstable explosion fragments. The disassembly threshold is set

equal to the excitation energy needed to free all nucleons in the source. The

model contains a fixed freeze-out density.

2.3 PARAMETER CORRELATIONS.

We previously defined Mk(e) but, in a comparison with experimental data the

value of the order parameter, e. is not known, so that the distribution

n(s,e) cannot be measured. Instead we define

where m(z) is the distribution in one event, z is the size of the

fragment (e.g. charge) and Z t o t is the size of the system. The biggest

fragment is not included and we normalize by putting Sk=Mk/M1.

Thus, if a system of size 55 breaks into 1,2,4,7 and 9 pieces of size

10,5,3,2 and 1, respectively, the result is Ztot=55, M1=0.82, M2=2.24,
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M3=7.69, S1=l, S2=2.73 and S3=9.38.

In an infinite system with a critical behaviour there is a singularity in the

Mk(k>2) - multiplicity relation. In a finite system, like a nucleus, we will

have a broad maximum instead241.

LnS3 versus lnS2 was the first correlation to be used in this kind of studies

because the ratio between these two parameters, at the critical point where

they are as large as possible, gives us the value of a critical exponent

which classifies the behaviour of the system. All event-by-event data so far

published, show a linear relationship between lnS3 and lnS2. This is not

predicted by the theory of critical behaviour. The plot of (lnS3,lnS2) is

very deceptive when one does not know the available space. If we look at the

largest ratio between lnS3 and lnS2 giving the largest slope, it is found to

be

ln(xk,Ztot-2x)-ln(Ztot-x)
k=3,A,5,...

where x=2 if

x=3

x=4 32<Ztot< etc.

U<Z t o t<32

If Ztot=55 then X 3 / 2 = 3.68. The smallest slope is given by k-i (2 in our

case). Only points between these two lines are possible and the exact limits

are narrower. Reduction of space is a common problem in this kind of analysis

and exists because of the finite size of the system.

Another relationship which is often used is that between the largest fragment

and S2. We denote the size of the largest fragment produced in a collision

by ZBa)( and, as before, the size of the system is Z t o t. The largest value of

S2 for a given Zmt% is

.max
Z -Ztot max

with q.intt(Ztot-Z_,K)/Z..J.
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When restrictions are imposed on the multiplicity, the problem is solved by

recurrence relations based on the creation of fragments which are as big as

possible in every iteration.

It should be stressed that space limits are introduced wherever a relation

between statistical parameters are presented in the papers.

2.4 GENERAL TENDENCIES.

In how many ways is it possible to partition an integer, say 5, into other

integers, not regarding order? Denote the number of possibilities for a given

integer n, by p(n).

We have

5 = 1+4 = 2+3 = 1+1+3 = 1+2+2 = 1+1+1+2 = 1+1+1+1+1

so that p(5) = 7.

The general solution to the problem can be given in closed form121 and as a

recurrence relation,

p(n,m) = p(n-l,m-l) + p(n-m,m),

m being the number of terms (multiplicity or number of partitions).

The asymptotic behaviour is121

1 (ri/2/3-n)=-Ä7Te

The problem of decomposing a given number can be related to the problem of

the fragmentation of a nucleus. If we have 55 particles the number of ways to

fragment it is given by the formula above, and is about 4.8*105. The problem

is readily extended to a two-component system (types 1 and 2). It has not

been possible to find a solution in closed form to this problem. Instead a
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recurrence relation for a two-component system, with r of type 1 and n-r of

type 2, has been suggested131,

p(n,r,m) = £p(n,r,m,b) , summation over b=0 to n-r.

A good approximation for large values of n was found to be:

p(n) = — e V with n=A and A/Z fixed.
n a

In this way we estimated the number of ways to fragment (A,Z)=(123,55) to be

about 10 1 8. These relations were used to calculate the probability of having

a given multiplicity, with the same weight for every partition.

The (raw) data on multiplicities is presented as a matrix of multiplicity

against collision energy, in paper III. P(>Mch) = 1 - F(<Mch) is the

probability of having a multiplicity >Mch- 1 - P(>Mch) is the cumulative

multiplicity distribution (CMD). Some basic results (figure 5) for

statistical partitioning exist.

A one-component system, for which every partition has the same probability,

(A,Z)=(10,10) consisting of 10 identical particles which are all detectable

is indicated by the solid line. If we change this to a two-component system

(20,10), where the 10 particles introduced are not detectable (e.g. neutrons

in emulsion), the slope at the highest multiplicities increases. If we now

impose the restriction that every fragment should contain about as many

detectable as undetectable particles, we find that the slope does not change

very much, except for the case of very high multiplicities.

The next partitioning is from percolation in ID. Here it can be shown that

the probability of having a given multiplicity, Mr h, is given by a binomial

distribution, Bin(p,Mch-l). By letting p, the probability of breaking the ID

chain, be 0.2 and 0.8, we generate curves with larger slopes than those in

the case of equal probabilities. This is shown in paper III (figure 12a),

where the equal probability curve is called "a pure statistical calculation".
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Figure 5. The probability of having a multiplicity higher than a given

multiplicity.

In conclusion: a second-order phase transition and the critical point in a

first order transition can be characterised by its critical exponents. Some

general effects in the correlation between parameters are explainable vithout

many physical constraints and, finally, the available space must be treated

with caution.

Some examples of the critical exponent of the cluster size distribution are

Meanfield(Skyrme)71
 T=2.33

Percolation101 -

Bethe lattice

Cubic lattice

T=2.5 (infinite number of dimensions)

T=2.25 (standard 3D, infinite size)



Recent, elaborate, mean-field calculations give critical temperatures in the

range of 20-8 MeV and critical densities from 0.6p= to 0.22p0, where DC is

normal nuclear density7•lf •2l •12 .

The Copenhagen liquid-drop niodel has two characteristic temperatures, the

crack temperature at 5-6 MeV and an associated phase transition temperature

of 10 MeV. The relation between these temperatures and the critical

temperature and density is not known. In the percolation model the

connection, of the parameter p, to energy and density is not obvious but some

effort has been made, for instance, in ref11' to present results depending on

excitation energy and number of promptly emitted nucleons (and compression

effects). The microcanonical calculation in ref18i contains two transitions:

one at T = 5 MeV and one at T = 6 MeV. The transitions could be seen as those

between evaporation and pseudo-fission and between evaporation-t-pseudo-

fission and cracking.

2.5 RESULTS FROM PAPERS II AND III.

In paper II the first step to study the multifragmentation process is taken.

At low energies, Ebeani < 40A MeV, we compared the maximum multiplicity, in

the case of 1 6O+ : o 7Ag, with the LILITA code. This code assumes fusion of the

colliding systems and then evaporation of particles with a mass less than

five. It over-predicts the multiplicity, but this was probably due to the

fact that no pre-equilibrium emission vas introduced. By introducing

pre-equilibrium emission the agreement improved. At higher energies the

comparison was made with a hadrochemical model. It severely over-predicts the

multiplicity and, in particular, predicts the complete disintegration of the

system at much lower energies than observed. The introduction of flov energy.

or any other inefficiency in the energy transport, improves the fit (papei

II, figure 3, A and B curves).

In paper III we extract values from our experimental data for some of the

signals assumed to indicate critical behaviour. The first one that was

studied is T. A power law fits the data (E>100A MeV) well, but an exponential
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function describes the data equally well. For the data below 100A MeV one

observes an increasing fraction of fragments with high charge which can never

be obtained from a power law. The next signal is \3/2 = lnS3/lnS; when lnS3

and lnSj are large. Ve find X3 2 = 2.21/2.25 for Ag/Br, which should be

compared to infinite percolation - 2.25 - with a slightly lower value for a

finite system. The Copenhagen liquid-drop model gives 2.28/2.24 and a mean

field model gives 2.5, which is the only one that can be excluded. For the

ratio between the largest fragment and S2, which determines 6, only a

qualitative discussion was possible because of inadequate statistics. The

fluctuations increase at the critical point and thus the y2-multiplicity

relation should reach a maximum at this point. Ve obtain much smaller

fluctuations than the expected both from percolation and the Copenhagen

liquid-drop model (paper III. figure 15)

PRE-EQUILIBRIUH EMISSION.

3.1 THE CONCEPT.

Pre-equilibrium emission is the emission of nucleons before equilibrium is

obtained. Often the parameters to be equilibrated, temperatures, densities,

chemical potentials or relative velocities, are not explicitly indicated.

3.2 THE MODEL.

A nuclear fireball (NF) usually refers to a hot (T>10 rteV) piece of nuclear

matter, possibly including a meson component. An illustrative vay of

depicting a NF is shovn in figure 6'3' where a part of the projectile.

travelling along a straight line, merges, instantenously. with a part of the

target, creating a NF, cutting out a cylindrical piece of the target. The

spectator parts remain relatively cold. Our model, in paper IV, bears some

resemblance to the NF model, while differing markedly in some aspects. Its

main ingredients are; spherical geometry, transport equations (i.e. time

evolution), expansion of a hot zone (HZ) and generation of pre-equililrium

particles.



The output from our model is the mass, density, excitation energy,

temperature and velocity evolution of the three zones. Doubly differential

cross sections are also obtained and integration over impact

parameters (central) is possible. If the temperature is low enough a standard

Weisskopf evaporation process is added. No breakup criteria are introduced

but the possibility that breakup may occur is discussed.

Figure 6. The projectile, approaching the target from the left, excises a

cylindrically shaped section of the target. The overlapping volumes of

projectile and target merge. The top cap of the projectile continues at the

projectile velocity and the target remains at rest.

The overall geometry is spherical, the projectile and target are spheres

containing a homogeneous distribution of nuclear matter. The HZ is described

as an intersection of tvo radially expanding spheres.

The HZ is allowed to expand, due to the pressure difference between the HZ

and projectile/target zone. The pressure comprises a thermal part, a part

arising from the density and a third part due to the relative motion of the

zones. The borders between the HZ and the other regions are called the wall,

vhich in principle is made up of a density and temperature discontinuity.
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The transport equation for nucleons has two parts. The part which is

concerned with the relative motion of the different zones is of geometrical

nature. The other part is thermal and gives rise to a transport also when the

zones are not moving relative to each other. Vhen the vail moves relative to

the centre of momentum of the gas this thermal part is affected because the

particle in the expanding HZ has to have a velocity higher than the wall in

order to be able to cross it.

Pre-equilibrium emission is simulated by generating particles according

to the Permi-Dirac distribution in the HZ. These nucleons travel

through the surrounding matter and may be absorbed or reflected by

potentials. When emitted from the moving nuclear system they contribute to

the doubly differential cross section of the particle emission.

3.3 RESULTS FROM PAPER IV.

Our model is compared with experimental data but also with a VUU-calculation.

The energy distribution of pre-equilibrium nucleons is very similar for the

VUU-calculation and our model, only a minor difference exists for very low

energies. In the angular distribution they differ substantially, especially

in the forward direction, where our model has a much higher yield. Comparison

with experimental data made it obvious that the non-expansion mode could

never account for the high energy particles. The introduction of expansion

improves the comparison but not sufficiently. The only useful remedy is to

assume that the potential is so much distorted that the focusing effect of

the potential is lost. Introducing a large compressibility (>35O MeV) also

works in the right direction, but the value needed for sufficient improvement

is beyond the reasonable.

EMULSION TECHNIQUE.

4.1 EMULSION.

The experimental tool mostly utilized in this thesis was nuclear track
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emulsions. These are photographic emulsions specially prepared for the study

of swiftly moving, charged particles. The emulsion21 consists of AgBr

microcrystals (other halides, e.g. I , may also occur) suspended in gelatin.

If sufficient energy is deposited into a microcrystal, 0.1 to 1 um in

diameter, a stable, latent image centre is formed on its surface. The silver

ions, attached to these centres in the microcrystal, can be reduced by the

developing solution to form a visible silver image. If a stable, latent image

centre consisting of a cluster of 4 metal ions, catalyzes the reduction of

the silver, ending up with 2*1010 silver atoms after development (the size of

one grain), we have a magnification of about 5*109. The fixation, washing and

drying of the emulsion takes about one week. A photographic emulsion is thus

a system that senses, stores and displays an image.

4.2 HISTORY.

Photographic plates figured in the very early work on radioactivity; it was

through the darkening of plates that both X-rays and radioactivity were

discovered. In 1911 the first record of a-tracks in emulsion was made.

Emulsions had two serious drawbacks at that time. Their shape was restricted

to thin layers and therefore only particles travelling nearly parallel to the

surface left significant tracks (The Cockroft-Walton accelerator was built in

1932) and the emulsions available had far too low a sensitivity to detect

anything other than very slow particles. After the second World War a

committee was set up, by the British government, to develop accelerators and

nuclear emulsions, and in 1946 Ilford Ltd. produced an emulsion with a

greatly improved sensitivity. When using this new emulsion to study cosmic

rays, physicists were facing a variety of nuclear reactions. One person who

pushed for the use of emulsions was Cecil Powell, who also built a

Cockroft-Walton accelerator in 1935. In 1947 the mesotron (pion) was found in

an emulsion by Powell's team which earned him the Nobel Prize in 1950. Many

steps toward more sensitive emulsions were taken around 1950 yielding the

electron-sensitive emulsion. Many refinements in the emulsion technique were

achieved in the end of the 5O's.3' Today nuclear emulsions are also being

produced in the Soviet Union, the U.S.A and Japan. The process for producing

emulsions is often a secret, well guarded by the manufacturer.
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4.3 ENERGY LOSS OF PARTICLES IN EMULSION.

The average energy loss (figure 7) of a moving, charged particle is given

by4»

dE 2 1
-p-p) - 2er - 2c

Jdx M

where 0(p) is the velocity(momentum) of the heavy particle, 2 is its

effective charge and M its mass. A depends on the density of electrons in the

absorber (emulsion), B depends on the maximum possible energy transfer to an

electron and the mean excitation potential and C is a correction necessary

because of the polarization of the electromagnetic field at very high

(relativistic) velocities.
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Figure 7. The energy loss for a proton in an emulsion as a function of its

energy.

At small values of
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dE
dx 0 2 '

and at very large 3 values

but the energy loss does not approach infinity for infinitely large p because

the limit is set by the plasma frequency of the material (included in term

C).

If a particle has an initial kinetic energy E and loses energy at a rate h

per unit path, the distance it will travel before it comes to rest (residual

range) is

where & is a random variable and so is R. As a good approximation, for the

mean range, A is usually substituted by -dE/dx.

4.4 TRACK MEASUREMENTS.

Except for the first paper in this thesis, emulsions have been used as the

experimental tool, target and detector. The main advantages of emulsions are

that they cover 4n sr. in space and that it is possible to detect both low

energy and very high energy particles. Furthermore, it is possible to cover

energies from a few tens of A MeV to a few hundred of A MeV in one

experiment. The major disadvantage is the long time it takes to analyse an

event in full detail (mass, charge and momentum). By the development of

automatic and semi-automatic methods, such as pattern recognition,

digitilized pictures and picture enhancement this obstacle has been reduced.

In paper III there is a description of the methods used for track

measurements.
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Figure 8. Gap density versus residual range for protons(p), deuterium(d),

tritium(t), helium and lithium.

In order to identify particles one roust connect the observables in the

emulsion (grains) with dE/dx (and R). For this purpose beam-tracks for which

the termination is visible and beam-like fragment tracks are used. One result

of this kind of analysis is shown in figure 8, where the gap density is

plotted versus the residual range. Gap density is defined as the number of

regions which are devoid of grains in a given length along the track.

PERSPECTIVES.

A further development of the subjects treated in these publications has taken

place since they were published. Therefore a few comments on this development

will be made here.
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All expressions for the subthreshold pions could be restated for the

production of kaons and the same kind of experiments could be done. The

advantage of kaons is that they have a longer mean free path, which means

that they should not be greatly affected by the surrounding matter. The only

way, it seems, to be able to distinguish between the different pion-producing

models is to perform exclusive experiments, but this statement is close to be

a truism.

One of the methods used for charge determination in emulsions is not

described in the papers. Investigations into the use of a CCD camera are

being undertaken at my department and I have been taking part in this

development. As no results have so far been published, a short description

follows here. A CCD (Charge Coupled Device) is a single chip divided into a

large number, = 350 000, of pixels with a typical size of 100 - 200 ym2. A

CCD camera has been used to identify short range fragments (< 200 urn) by

measuring the profile of tracks in an emulsion. The measurement system

consists of a microscope, a CCD camera and a personal computer (PC). The PC

contains a Machine Vision Processor (MVP), and its memory is organised into

image-storage areas, called framebuffers. The programmes developed for these

measurements make it possible to display the track on the screen and, by

entering two points along the track vith a mouse, several windows (measuring

areas) are placed between these points. One also enters two background

windows to establish the particular background in this region of the plate.

From this the programme calculates, and stores, the averaged track profile

obtained from each window and averages the two background windows. This is

repeated along the track until the desired length is measured. In the next

step the background is subtracted and the full width at 2/3 of maximum

(FW2/3M) for each track profile (one for each window) is calculated. Also the

residual range is obtained for the centre of each window. A purely

geometrical correction is made for the dip-angle and also a correction for

the variation in greyness due to the depth of the track in the emulsion. The

final output is the residual range, track width in the window and the sum of

all track widths up to this window (Integrated Width). The IV, as a function

of the charge Z of the fragment at residual ranges 20 urn and 150 urn, were

fitted to a power law, IV = Z* giving Y'S in the range [0.06,0.4], figure 9.

k
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A charge resolution of AZ/Z < 0.5 for a residual range of 10 urn and < 0.05 at

200 um vas obtained in the preliminary measurements.

The great advantage of a digitilized picture and a PC+MVP is that it is easy

to find new parameters to measure on the track, as this is implemented in the

software not in the 'hardware'. Also new ways of refining the old methods can

be applied by introducing the existing theory on picture treatmeant, e.g. the

way edges are found by calculating discrete transforms or the way the

background can be subtracted by frequency filters.

Z=79

Z=18

80 160 240 R(um)

Figure 9. The integrated width for different charges as a function of the

residual range.

Early attempts to identify the mechanism behind multifragmentation were based

on the size distribution of the fragments (i.e. mass or charge). Experimental

data were compared with calculations by taking moments, and various

combinations thereof, of the size distributions of the fragments. The reason

for doing this stemmed from the observations that the measured size

distributions of the fragments followed a power law, A~T, which is the same
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distribution as droplets have , which formed at a critical point, and the

previous success of liquid-drop models in describing a nucleus. Even if it

was shown that this could be an accidental occurrence because of the

inclusive nature of the distribution, the work continued along these lines.

By focusing on the characteristics of the time-scales for the two

fragmentation modes it was possible to find differences in kinematical

observables25' but as they rely on idealized descriptions of the

fragmentation processes, it is not clear whether they are conclusive.
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SUMMARY OP THE PUBLICATIONS

Charged pion production and projectile breakup in 85A HeV l2C induced heavy

ion reactions.

k

I

By placing a pion telescope at ©lab=70°, covering 17.5 msr, in the horizontal

plane and using a fragmentation wall, consisting of 2 rings (2.2°-7.O°) with

12 two-elements plastic scintillator telescopes, placed 2.2 m from the

target, we studied the yield of projectile-like fragments in coincidence with

charged pions. The pion telescope energy range is from 15 to 60 MeV.

The inclusive production cross section, as well as the energy distribution of

pions, fall nicely into the systematics of earlier data8-9'. The energy

distribution has a slope of about 15 MeV. In order to find whether there is

an isospin dependence in the pion production, we measured n* and n~

production both in the 12C+116Sn and 12C+124Sn reactions. The an./on+ ratio

was found to be 1.2, i.e. what could be expected naively from the total

(A-Z)/Z ratios. The target mass, AT, dependence was studied by including data

from refs8-91. This shows that the mass dependence changes from the low AT to

the high AT region. Transforming the cross section to any other reasonable

production system gave no significant effect. Instead we tried to include

shadow effects by calculating angle dependent escape factors. When the data

had been corrected for these escape factors, an overall fit became feasible

giving, for AT
a fits, an a of 1.05. This indicates a volume dependence.

We also found, by using the wall, that there is no significant change in the

pion energy distribution (inclusive) when the coincidence with a projectile

like fragment is required. When comparing the inclusive charge distribution

of fragments, in the front wall, with the one where a pion has been produced

a suppresion of heavy projectile-like fragments was found in the latter case.

In conclusion the results indicate that pions are produced mainly in central

collisions.

Maximum breakup of symmetric and asymmetric heavy ion reactions between 5A

and 2100A MeV.

This analysis is based on two emulsion data sets; 5000 inelastic interactions
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of 1 60 in emulsion in the energy range 5A to 22OA MeV and at 2.1A GeV and 800

interactions of 84Kr in the range 100A - 1A00A MeV.

The exposure to low energy 1 60 was performed at GANIL and the other runs at

the BEVALAC. We studied the charge distribution of all fragments and the

'maximum' multiplicity, M c h
B a x, as a function of beam energy. The Mch

m** is

defined as the multiplicity at which the probability of having an event with

larger MCH is 10*3. The M C H
m i K increases reasonably smoothly with energy.

The M C H"»
X information is compared to two models, the LILITA

code (fusion+evaporation) for energies lover than 40A MeV and a hadrochemical

fireball described by Fermi and Bose statistics at energies above 100A MeV.

The initial step is the same in both models, a complete fusion. The LILITA

code predicts a straight line with too large a slope. However the inclusion

of pre-equilibrium emission was later shown to improve the result. If we use

a hadrochemical description without a collective flow we should have a

complete Z=l disintegration above 200A MeV. In the experiment this takes

place at higher energies, viz.. at about 700A MeV. Introducing the flow-

energy (of 90A MeV) makes this a reasonable limit. This is not necessarily

and indication of compression, only some inefficiency in the energy transport

within the interacting nuclei. The inclusion of pion production improves the

fit substantially for beam energies above 1000A MeV.

On the observation of a transition from fusion to multifragmentation in high

multiplicity 1 60 induced reactions.

This is the second part of the emulsion work and is based mainly on two sets

of data, 1 60 beams at energies 94A and 24OA MeV, in emulsion. The

irradiations were performed at the GANIL and BEVALAC accelerators. In some

cases also results from an earlier experiment at 2100A MeV are included. The

scanning was done with the aim of finding all collisions with a multiplicity,

of charged fragments, greater than three.

The methods used for charge determination were; gap counting (+residual

range), repeated gap counting along the track, repeated photometric width

measurements, photometric profile measurements and profile measurements with
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a filar micrometer. These methods and the kind of tracks they are applicable

to are all described in this paper.

The experimental results start with the multiplicity versus beam energy

matrix from which the cumulative multiplicity distributions are calculated.

For the events with the highest multiplicity (10X), the distribution of

fragment charges is given for each energy bin. A power law fit, f(z) « z"T,

to the charge distributions in the region l<z>6 describe the data for

energies above 100A MeV reasonably well. However, an exponential function,

f(z) <* exp(-Tz) gives a fit which is equally good. At lover energies it is

not possible to make a power law fit since the high z tail cannot be included

Some indications of critical behaviour are studied, such as the following;

the third moment of the charge distribution against the second moment (X 3 / 2 ) ,

the largest fragment (Z1Bax) against the second moment and a combination of

the variance (V) and mean (<Z>) of the charges in an event, Y 2=V/<Z>
2 +1,

versus the normalised multiplicity. From the experiment we obtained

X3/2=2.21(2.25)+0.03 for Ag(Br) and we compare this with the predictions from

the Copenhagen liquid-drop model and a percolation model, both models giving

values very close to the experimental one. A mean field, liquid-gas

- transition model gives a significantly larger value, 2.5. The correlation

between the largest fragment and the second moment shows that there is no

dramatic jump between the two branches (sub- and supercritical).

| Ue find that the mean charge of the events having the 102 highest

£ multiplicities is almost constant from 5A to 200A MeV, when we do not include

•••' Z|»»x- This indicates that the increasing amount of energy is used to break up

the system asymmetrically.

4.1

;'• We compare with three different models: FREESCO, Copenhagen liquid-drop model

'*,. and percolation. For each model we give a description of its main features
* •

| and principles. All comparisons are made by allowing the models to fit one

I subset of data and then looking at its ability to describe the other data

'". sets.
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The result of the comparison is:

FREESCO: A splitting of the spectator part in a central collision had to be

introduced. At 25A MeV the best fit is obtained with one single source but

the model over-estimates the number of evaporated particles, probably because

there is no pre-equilibrium emission in the model. At 100A MeV the

spectator-participant picture vith a split of the spectator gives the best

agreement with the experimental data. The transition between these two modes

occurs gradually at 75A-100A MeV.

The Copenhagen model: In the cumulative multiplicity distribution it predicts

too strong a suppression of the high MCH tail. Formation of medium heavy

fragments is over-predicted for low energies (<75A MeV). This indicates a

lesser significance of the formation of complex fragments than the

fragmentation code predicts.

Y2 is a measure of the spread of the sizes of the clusters in an event. Both

percolation and the Copenhagen model produce a typical critical signatures

whereas the experimental data do not. A ID percolation model (no critical

point) is closer to the data. This result, together with the constancy of the

mean charge, shows that the fluctuations (variance) are much smaller in the

experiment than in these models.

Thus the emission of intermediate-sized fragments in high multiplicity

collisions starts at 25-50A MeV in O+Br and at 50-75A MeV for O+Ag, and

these fragments are still produced at 220A MeV. The lnS3-lnS; correlation

rules out a mean-field, liquid-gas transition. The variance of the charge

distribution is lower than expected from the models which contain a critical

behaviour.

Hot zone evolution and pre-equilibriurc emission in interactions

between nuclei.

This paper describes a model for nucleus-nucleus collisions in the

intermediate energy range. Here we use spherical geometry when defining three
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interacting regions; the cold parts of the target and the projectile and the

hot zone (HZ) containing parts of both projectile and target. The first part

of the time evolution is called ignition. This is just an overlap of

projectile and target with no heat production. This lasts until the

projectile has travelled one mean free path into the target. During the next

stage the transportation of mass, momentum and energy between the three

regions and vacuum takes place. The excitation energy is calculated by

subtracting the combined Coulomb and nuclear potential energy (a constant),

the kinetic energy and the compressional energy from the incident energy. The

HZ is allowed to expand according to the pressure differences between the HZ

and the cold zones. The transport of nucleons is controlled by the number of

collisions per surface-, time- and density unit- Here we have incorporated,

except for the standard thermal part, the movement of the wall (i.e. the

density discontinuity) and the relative movements of the spheres. The

momentum transport is calculated by assuming that nucleons have the average,

one-dimensional velocity of their zone. As soon as we have a transport across

the surfaces, we describe the pre-equilibrium emission of particles into

vacuum by an isotropic Fermi-Dirac distribution. The emission point is chosen

to be at centre of the HZ and from this coordinate and the velocity of the

nucleon the exit point on any surface is calculated explicitly. Before

leaving any zone we have to calculate whether it is possible for the particle

to go through the potential. This is possible when the energy normal to the

potential is higher than the height of the potential. If the nucleon is able

to escape, its laboratory velocity is calculated directly from the emission

velocity by a matrix which contains the rotations and also the reduction of

the energy from the potential. The nucleon may also be absorbed - this is

treated as an attenuation. When the HZ prevails and if the temperature is low

enough, a Weisskopf evaporation spectrum is added to the pre-equilibrium

spectrum which thus ends the simulation. The output, for each time step.

consists of the mass, the density, the temperature, the velocity of the three

zones, the expansion velocity, the compressional energy and the doubly

differential spectrum of nucleons.

Some characteristics of the time evolution of nucleon number, density,

temperature and velocity of the three zones in the cases of 12C+107Ag and
l t nAg+ 1 0 7Ag are studied. As an example, the peak temperature of the HZ is
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found always to be higher than the corresponding temperature in a nuclear

fireball calculation. The effect of the expansion on the energy and angular

distribution was found to be small for the very early spectrum but important

for the final pre-equilibrium spectrum.

The energy spectrum from our calculation is similar to that from a

VUU-calculation, whereas the angular distribution is different both in the

very forward and in the backward direction. When comparing to experimental

data, it vas found that the non-expansion version had too steep a slope and

that the inclusion of the expansion of the HZ improved the agreement but

still not sufficiently. Only by assuming t'.e potential to be distorted was it

possible to improve the agreement with the data. In conclusion, the energy

distributions are close to the VUU calculation and not far from the

experimental data, but the exact treatment of the potentials seems to be

critical.
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